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Abstract: We investigated the effect of spatial memory capacity and content maps on readers' memory for hypertext 

structure. Simple hierarchical hypertexts were built on four topics. For each topic there was a 6-node and a 9-node 

version. Each version came with or without a content map. Young adult participants were asked to read each hypertext 

with the purpose of learning the contents and structure. Then, they had to recall the layout of nodes and links. Memory for 

links varied as a function of spatial memory and the presence or absence of a map. When no map was available, high 

spatial memory participants drew more accurate maps than low memory participants. When a map was available the two 

groups had better results and did not differ from each other. The benefit of the map was larger for 9-node than for 6-node 

items. The results indicate that mentally representing hypertext structure relies on spatial working memory. Global content 

representations act as scaffolds for low spatial memory users. 

INTRODUCTION 

 The World Wide Web is a highly used hypertext 
interface on the Internet. Since the beginning of the 1990's, 
websites have seen permanent growth, with 170 million 
websites in existence today.

1
According to research and 

survey results, the majority of websites are considered 
difficult to explore, with the majority of the navigational 
attempts ending in failure [1]. The present study investigates 
cognitive dimensions that may underlie those difficulties, 
and design approaches that may help resolve them. 

HYPERTEXT STRUCTURE AND NAVIGATION 

 The term “hypertext” indicates the principle organization 
of non-linear electronic documents. Nelson [2] describes 
hypertexts as components of informational units, or nodes, 
connected by links in a non-linear way. Hypertexts are stored 
in computers. Therefore, their pages are accessible through 
user interfaces. Because the pages appear on the screen only 
at the time of consultation, in contrast to printed texts, 
hypertexts presents the particularity of not being visible in 
their entirety to the user. 

 Hypertext presents several paths between the nodes, 
allowing for the personalization of the way documents are 
consulted. As each node may be connected to several other 
nodes, unlike single linear texts, hypertext nodes do not 
always follow each other in a unique, coherent order during 
navigation. Some hypertexts contain a coherent text, such as  
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electronic encyclopedia, books or scientific publications, but 
most of them contain information, not strictly coherent, 
divided into nodes understandable separately, like 
newspapers, personal or touristic sites. Thus, in most cases, 
the formal architecture of hypertext is not determined by the 
semantic structure of the nodes and vice versa. Therefore, 
knowing the semantic structure of the content is not 
sufficient to navigate efficiently. Even in cases where the 
semantic structure affects the formal structure, the lack of 
knowledge on the topic can prevent users from perceiving it 
[3]. 

 

 

Fig. (1). Schematic representation of the hypertext network, of 

which users have only a partial representation. 

 For these reasons, the structure of hypertext can be 
defined on two levels: the informational content level, which 
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represents the semantic space, and the layout level, which 
defines a topological space [4, 5]. Understanding the global 
structure of hypertext requires the user to identify both the 
semantic and topological components, which do not always 
overlap. 

 Hypertext researchers have investigated the cognitive 
processes that underlie hypertext navigation and learning. 
For Van Hooijdonk, Maes, and Ummelen [6], hypertext 
users face three tasks, which can result in three different 
layers of mental representations: 

• A pragmatic layer, representing the planning and 
execution of the task; 

• A semantic layer, representing the informational 
content to be read; 

• A perceptual layer, representing the navigation 
experience in terms of time and space. 

 Hypertext structure and content can be comprehended by 
passing from one node to another in their partially visible 
virtual network. Therefore, navigation involves the tasks 
relating to the understanding of semantic information and 
those in connection with route search activity in space. In 
addition, navigation is achieved by manipulating computer 
peripherals (keyboard, mouse), which still adds 
supplementary treatments compared to reading a book. 

 More levels of processing imply that hypertext 
navigation results in a greater cognitive load than reading a 
printed text. The existing literature suggests that 
disorientation and cognitive overload are the most 
fundamental difficulties that users undergo during the 
navigation [4, 7-10]. Cognitive overload is linked to the 
quantity of tasks to be solved at the same time. Paas, Renkl 
and Sweller [11] identified several sources of cognitive load 
during learning. The extrinsic load does not depend on the 
content, but it is due to how the information is presented. 
Thus, the presentation of semantic content as hypertexts can 
lead to a higher cognitive load than its printed versions. As 
the low level organization (words, letters, sentences) of 
hypertexts and printed texts is the same, the two types of text 
can be opposed in how the user accesses information from 
one node to another [12]. 

 It is worth noting that disorientation is a metaphorical 
term for navigational problems concerning orientation in 
hypertext spaces. More specifically, Elm and Woods [13] 
identified three types of disorientation: 

• Not knowing the location of the target item, i.e. where 
to go. 

• Knowing the positioning of the target item, but not 
knowing how to get there. 

• Not knowing the location of the page consulted in the 
document. 

 A specific issue is to find out whether the perceptual and 
semantic layers involved in hypertext navigation call upon 
specific and possibly distinct processes. Navigation within 
networks of pages and links has been compared to the 
exploration of a new physical environment, leading 
hypertext theorists to assume the involvement of a spatial or 
quasi-spatial component in hypertext learning. More 

precisely, hypertext navigation involves both moving from 
one point to another and learning the structure of the 
informational space [5]. Both components are expected to be 
facilitated by spatial representation skill. 

WAYFINDING AND ORIENTATION IN PHYSICAL 
SPACE AND HYPERTEXT 

 In order to be able to orientate in hypertext, users need to 
know where they are in the structure and how they got there. 
They need to know the possible paths and be able to produce 
a path to the target node where they can find the required 
information [4, 8]. These tasks of hypertext navigation match 
those of finding a path in a physical environment, as defined 
by Downs and Stea [14]: 

• Defining the person's location and the target location; 

• Choosing the correct route, i.e., the paths that connect 
the points of departure and arrival; 

• Monitoring the chosen route: constantly control, 
assess and confirm the chosen path; 

• Recognize that the destination has been reached. 

 How do we find our way when moving from one place to 
another? Navigation in a physical environment has two 
components: a cognitive process in order to plan the 
movements, and the actual locomotion. In general, it is not 
possible to see or to remember the experienced environment 
in its entirety. Planning and execution of moves are only 
possible thanks to a mental representation of the 
environment. In other words, to find one’s way in a large-
scale environment, one needs to keep track of the perceived 
space. Formal representations, descriptions or maps [15, 16], 
and mental representations of the environment enable us to 
plan actions taken in order to accomplish our wayfinding 
tasks [17, 18]. According to Siegel and White's [18] classical 
theory, spatial representations are elaborated gradually 
during navigation. First, important elements of the 
environment - the landmarks- are identified. In the next step 
landmarks are connected - this is route knowledge. Route 
knowledge describes temporally ordered sequences of 
actions carried out during navigation to reach target places 
[19]. In the last step, the person organizes the whole into a 
survey representation of the environment in order to produce 
the cognitive map of the environment. Mental maps are 
acquired via the repeated exploration of the environment by 
using several routes. Even though mental maps do not 
exactly mimic the real world, they are organized around 
landmarks in a hierarchical fashion [20], containing 
directional [21] and distance [22, 23] distortions, defining 
finally a topological space [24]. Hypertext structure also 
defines a virtual topological space whose elements 
correspond to the requirements of those of spatial 
representations [25]. Nodes can contain various objects and 
can function as landmarks. Links can be used as roads. Links 
and nodes can be characterized by information describing 
directions, locations or other attributions. 

 External maps showing the spatial relationships can lead 
directly to the development of a survey representation [16]. 
In addition to maps, spatial descriptions can also be used as a 
guide to orientate. Although the hypertextual space is a 
virtual space, where the motor dimension of navigation is 
replaced by the manipulation of computer peripherals, the 
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Internet vocabulary uses many items expressing movements 
in space – like “jump” from a page to another, “visit” a site, 
“open” a page – in order to describe navigational activities, 
and the space in which those activities take place. Recent 
theories on text comprehension [26, 27] emphasize the 
perceptual character of the situation or mental models. The 
original concepts of a situation model [28] and a mental 
model [29] also support the idea that representations derived 
from descriptions contain the structure of the described space 
and in this regard are similar to the representations based on 
direct visual perception or external map representations [30, 
31]. 

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING 
SPATIAL ORGANIZATION 

 Studies show that by navigation, some people can get to 
know the environment on the survey level very quickly, 
while others can never produce a cognitive map [16, 32]. 
The potential individual differences that may account for 
these differences in the quality of spatial mental 
representations are ones spatial abilities and working 
memory capacity. 

 Spatial abilities, like visualization, mental rotation or 
spatial perception, enable us to code, recall, transform spatial 
information, and orientate during wayfindings [33]. 
According to Baddeley [34], working memory (WM) is a 
limited capacity multicomponent system maintaining and 
manipulating information during cognitive tasks. WM can be 
described as a system consisting of two separate stores 
guided by a central executive. One memory store, the 
phonological loop (PL), is specialized in phonological 
information, while the other one, the visuospatial sketchpad 
(VSS), in visuospatial information. Individual differences in 
spatial orientation abilities may be partially explained by 
differences in VSS [35, 36] and therefore the comprehension 
of spatial texts may also depend in part on VSS capacity [37, 
38]. 

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON SPATIAL QUALITIES 
OF HYPERTEXT NAVIGATION 

 Up to now, empirical studies of hypertext navigation 
have failed to demonstrate unambiguously the involvement 
of spatial cognitive processes. They have, however, provided 
indirect evidence in that respect. For instance, several 
experiments have found a positive influence of spatial 
metaphors on navigation efficiency [5, 39]. Participants 
navigating in hypertext conceptualized as a space, have 
memorized more links and built up a more network like 
mental representation of the layout than participants 
navigating with book metaphor instructions [39]. It was also 
observed that by working with hypertexts, users are 
interpreting their task using spatial metaphors [6, 40]. 
Edwards and Hardman [41] found benefits of a hierachical 
organization over alphabetical and mixed conditions, and 
suggested that hypertext navigation devices mimic spatial 
representations in order to facilitate learning [see also 42, 
43]. 

 Other studies found that visualization ability [44-46] 
influences navigational performance. High visualization 
ability facilitates navigation in the sense that high 
visualization subjects take less time and activate fewer links 

to explore hypertexts or find specific information than other 
participants. Pazzaglia, Toso and Cacciamani [47] found that 
VSS influenced learning the hypertext layout, while PL 
played a role in the comprehension of semantic content, but 
they did not find any influence of short term memory 
capacities. 

 On the other hand, some empirical studies found that 
navigation results in a representation of the semantic 
relations and not that of the formal layout of hypertext [48, 
see also 49]. By evaluating navigational task descriptions, 
Eveland and Dunwoody [50] found that users referred to the 
semantic content, but not to the layout. 

 The effects of content maps also vary as a function of 
situational and individual parameters. For instance, 
McDonald and Stevenson [43] found that graphical 
overviews are most useful for users with little prior 
knowledge; Potelle and Rouet [51] demonstrated that 
hierarchical - but not network maps - facilitated the learning 
of hypertext for readers with low prior knowledge and that 
the hierarchical structure is better retained during navigation. 
Nilsson and Mayer [45] have also demonstrated that 
participants using a map had not been forced to treat their 
task deeply, so they developed a research strategy, which has 
shown little or no improvement over time. 

 None of these studies, however, have directly 
investigated the potential interactions of hypertext design 
options and users' spatial ability. 

RATIONALE 

 In the present study, we investigated the hypothesis that 
content maps may be helpful for readers with reduced VSS 
capacity. They would serve as an adjunct organizer, reducing 
the cognitive complexity of mentally representing and 
remembering the link structure of hypertext. 

 More specifically, we expected that content maps would 
generally facilitate the encoding of the link structure of 
hypertext during exploratory navigation. We expected the 
benefits of content maps to increase with the structural 
complexity of hypertext, as measured by the number of 
nodes and links to be remembered. Finally, we predicted that 
content maps to be especially beneficial to low VSS readers 
who cannot devote the spatial resources needed to encode 
and remember link structures while navigating and 
comprehending the contents of hypertext. 

METHOD 

Participants 

 Thirty-two volunteers with diverse academic 
backgrounds (25 females, age range 21-41 years) 
participated in the experiment as volunteers. All participants 
were native French speakers. They were tested individually 
in a single session of up to an hour. 

Materials 

 Four small hypertexts were created about four different 
topics (species of flowers, fish, mammals, vegetables). Each 
hypertext was designed in a short (6-page) and a longer (9-
page) version. All hypertexts had a purely hierarchical 
structure created by randomly sorting bi-directional links. In 
addition, the hypertexts were presented with or without a 
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high-level content map (map or title condition). Thus, there 
were 16 different hypertexts: 4 Topics X 2 Length (6-page vs 
9-page) X Map presence (map vs title condition). The pages 
were always organized in four hierarchical levels (see Fig. 
2). 

 The opening page of the hypertexts was a blank node 
with the topic name (e.g., "flowers"; see Fig. 3). 

 Each other page included the name of a species and a 
short descriptive sentence, without any reference to other 
pages. (see Fig. 4). Thus, the link structure could not be 

  

 

Fig. (2). An example of a structure and an interactive concept map. Nodes are clickable and lead to respective pages. 

 

Fig. (3). An example of an opening page. 
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inferred from a semantic representation of the content. Links 
were displayed at the bottom of each page, in alphabetical 
order, without any cue regarding their respective hierarchical 
position. Content pages also included a "Home" icon that 
returned to the opening page. When no map was available 
("title" condition), users could navigate by using the links 
included on each content page, or by returning to the 
opening page through the "Home" button. Thus, in the title 
condition no global content representation available and the 
hypertext structure had to be inferred from navigation. 

 In the map condition an additional “Map” button was 
present as the last link on each page. The content map (Fig. 
2) was linked to all other pages. Clicking on the name of a 
species on the map resulted in the display of the respective 
page. 

Procedure 

 Participants were asked to navigate four hypertexts with 
the instruction to remember he contents and the link 
structure during the open task. The factors of Length of 
hypertext (6-page vs 9-page) and Map presence (Map 
condition vs Title condition) were manipulated within 
subjects. Thus, participants received each topic in one of the 
4 conditions. The maximum time for navigation of a 
hypertext was three minutes, but the participants were free to 
stop navigation before if they considered that they had 
finished their task. 

 Half of the participants first navigated in two hypertexts 
with a content map, while the other half of the participants 

began with the "no map" (i.e., title) condition. The two 
navigation conditions were separated by a spatial memory 
test (VSS). A computerized version of a Corsi Blocs-like 
test, applied by Pickering, Gathercole, Hall and Lloyd [52] 
was used to measure the participants' VSS capacity. The 
participants had to retain and repeat on a touch-screen the 
order of appearance of black boxes on a matrix. Participants 
were categorized as high or low span based on their 
performance on this task. 

 After completing each hypertext, the participants were 
asked to draw a map of the pages and links using a list of 
species names as recall cues. One third of the species 
mentioned in the list were distracters. Participants had to 
draw arrows in order to represent the links between the pages 
(Fig. 5). 

 Finally, the participants were provided with a list of 
nodes titles (eg, "goat") and a list of content words taken 
from the page contents (eg, "bell"). They had to draw arrows 
between titles and respective content words, as a measure of 
their memory for the semantic contents of the pages. 

RESULTS 

 Following the literature on spatial cognition, we 
evaluated spatial knowledge at the landmark and route 
levels. As the hypertexts were very simple and only one link 
was used to indicate each page, route knowledge also 
determined the survey knowledge. Consequently, survey 
knowledge was not assessed separately. Landmark 
knowledge was measured by the percentage of species 

 

Fig. (4). An example of a page in the "Title" condition. Linked pages are listed in alphabetical order. 
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names correctly identified. Route knowledge was 
characterized by the proportion of correct links. The metrics 
were the averages of the number of correctly recalled titles 
or links over the total number of titles or links drawn and 
over those numbers in the original layout. The metrics used 
gave a result between 0 (poor representation) and 1 (totally 
accurate representation). 

Landmark Knowledge 

 The recall of page titles (i.e., landmark knowledge), was 
almost perfect in all four conditions (Fig. 7, left). The 
Wilcoxon sign-rank test found no effect of Map presence on 
landmark knowledge (Z=1.682, n= 32, p=0.093). There was 
also no main effect of visuo-spatial ability and no 
interaction. 

Route Knowledge 

 The recall of links (i.e., route knowledge) varied as a 
function of the structural complexity and the presence or 
absence of a map (Fig. 6, right). In the case of 6-page 
hypertexts, in the title condition 56.3% of the subjects 
retained perfectly the structure and this percentage was 
84.4% in the map condition. The increase of the number of 
pages made the development of the mental representation of 
the structure more difficult. 

 Due to the high number of totally accurate 
representations and heterogeneous variances across 
conditions, the results were analyzed using non parametric 
statistics. The Wilcoxon sign-rank test showed a significant 
effect of length for both the Title (Z=2.841, n = 32, p=0.005) 
and the Map condition (Z=2.841, n= 32, p=0.025). The 
structure of 9-page hypertexts was more difficult to learn 
than that of 6-page hypertexts. Because of ceiling effects in 
the 6-page condition, the effects of content maps and VSS 
capacity were analyzed only for 9-page hypertexts. The 
Wilcoxon sign-rank test found a significant effect of Map 
presence on route knowledge (Z=2.610, n= 32, p=0.009) but 
not on landmark knowledge (Z=1.682, n= 32, p=0.093). 

 The Map by capacity interaction was examined by 
comparing the two extreme subgroups of participants on the 
VSS capacity scale: the 8 participants with the lowest scores 
on the corsi-bloc task vs the 9 participants with the highest 
scores. Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted on the 9-page 
hypertexts to determine whether VSS capacity influenced 
route knowledge (see Fig. 7). 

 For Route knowledge, there were spatial capacity 
differences in the Title condition. In this condition, 
participants with a high VSS capacity recalled more route 
level knowledge than participants with low VSS capacity 
(U=11,00, Z=-2,41, exact p=0,015) The difference between 

 

Fig. (5). An example of a map drawing. 

Fig. (6). Landmark and route knowledge as a function of hypertext length (6 vs 9 pages) and map condition. (NB. performance was measured 

on a standardized scale between 0 to 1). 
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low and high memory participants disappeared almost 
completely in the presence of the map (U=35,00, Z=-0,10, 
exact p=0,963). The result was fully consistent with our 
prediction that high-level content representations would act 
as scaffolds, especially for low spatial capacity hypertext 
users. 

Use of Navigational Aid 

 We also analyzed the use of the map vs home page 
during navigation (see Fig. 8). The sign test showed that the 
number of returns to the home page was significantly higher 
in the title condition than in the map condition both in 9-
page (Z = 2,412, p =. 016) and in 6-page hypertexts (Z = 
2,219, p =. 027). In the map condition, both for 9-page (Z = 
5.48, p =. 000) and 6-page (Z = 5.48, p =. 000) hypertexts, 
participants chose the map significantly more often than the 
opening page. A one-way ANOVA showed that the 
participants visited the map for more frequently while 
navigating in 9-pages hypertexts that in 6-pages hypertexts, 
F (1, 30) = 4,482, p =. 043. 

 

Content Comprehension 

 We could not find any effect of the length and presence 
of the map on our simple measure of content comprehension. 
Performance was high with and average of 73% of correct 
responses. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 The objective of this experiment was to demonstrate that 
high level content maps facilitates the learning of hypertext 
structure and supports navigation, especially for low spatial 
memory users. We asked participants with low and high 
spatial memory capacity to explore short and longer 
hypertexts, with or without content maps, with the 
instructions to remember the contents and the structure of 
pages. The hypertexts had no predictable inter-page semantic 
structure and pages were linked randomly though 
hierarchically. The results were generally in favor of our 
predictions. 

 The small size of the hypertexts used in this experiment 
made it easy for all participants to remember the titles of the  
 

Fig. (7). Page and link recall of 9-page hypertext as a function of VSS span and map condition. 

Fig. (8). Average use of map and opening page during hypertext exploration. 
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pages they had visited, regardless of hypertext size and 
presentation condition (map vs no map). The construction of 
a "route" kind of memory trace was, however, harder to 
achieve. In the title condition, a high spatial memory 
capacity was needed to build route knowledge of the link 
structure on the basis of the succession of screens viewed 
while navigating. The increase in the number of pages and 
links made the construction of the route representations more 
difficult. The content map seemed to act as an external 
visuo-spatial memory, facilitating the development of the 
route knowledge of a hypertext structure. The map was 
efficient enough to eliminate the difference between low and 
high spatial memory participants. Without a map, spatial 
memory capacity influenced the quality of structural recall, 
but when the map was available its effect disappeared. 

 The participants had to return to the opening page or to 
the map to support their orientation while navigating. 
Participants preferred to use the map, when it was present, 
than the opening page for orientation purposes. The map was 
used more often when the structure was more complicated. 
When no map was available, returning to the home page was 
sometimes used as an alternative, as in earlier studies [53]. 

 Our results are consistent with theories of spatial 
cognition [18, 36] and confirm our assumptions as regards 
hypertext navigation. Navigating hypertext involves spatial 
processes similar to those needed to learn physical 
environment [5, 44, 47]. External content representations 
reduce the amount of processing needed to build up a mental 
representation of the hypertext layout, thus helping users 
with a low visuo-spatial sketchpad capacity. 

 How spatial processes relate to the comprehension of the 
hypertext semantics remains to be investigated. Indeed, from 
the point of view of the user, hypertext is above all a 
semantic space. One can thus suppose that semantic 
relationships also influence the structural representation and 
the navigational decisions. It would be interesting to further 
investigate the interactions between spatial and semantic 
structures, spatial abilities, navigational patterns and their 
influence on comprehension and navigation efficiency. 
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